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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report is deliverable 4.1 in the STORM project. The deliverable presents a methodology 

to apply new synthesized data for heavy-duty or long-haul truck (LHT) movements to allocate an 

alternative fuel vehicle technology, i.e., fast and slow stationary charging, infrastructure network 

for heavy-duty vehicles in Europe. Many recent studies reflect on long-haul battery-powered 

electric trucks (LBET) charging needs but are mainly limited to a small geographical scale, e.g., 

nationally, or do not identify significant charging station requirements, i.e., locations of charging 

stations, the characteristics and number of installed charging points, and the daily energy 

requirements, due to lack of details from LHT travel patterns. The detailed charging requirements 

also impact (or are constrained by) other significant systems connected to the charging stations, 

such as the power grid. Other studies utilize detailed datasets from the original equipment 

manufacturers (OEM)s, which cannot represent the whole region and ignore the impact of passing 

trucks from neighboring countries. Other methodologies utilize more representative data, e.g., 

traffic counts of all passing trucks, to identify charging needs. However, such methodologies 

cannot distinguish between the truck travel pattern heterogeneity, which fails to capture the 

charging point differences, e.g., the power rate.  

In this report, we present a model that evaluates the LBET's charging requirements in the 

year 2030 for the European continent. Following the EU truck driver regulations, the research 

converts an origin-destination (OD) matrix resulting from a four-step transport model into long-

haul or heavy-duty truck (LHT) trip chains. A trip chain denotes a set of connected trips between 

"significant" locations (e.g., depos and shops) before a vehicle ends its journey. A complete trip 

chain determines the travel patterns of a higher spatial and temporal resolution table of the OD 

matrix. The detailed trip chain identifies each LBET's multiple stop location and duration, energy 

consumption, and the amount of energy that had to be charged at each stop. This report shows 

that the suggested methodology could provide charging requirement infrastructure insights (i.e., 

charging types, station capacity, and energy supply) for all moving trucks of the EU member state 

to serve electrified LHTs. The identified information could also be used for emission analysis from 

all moving trucks.  

We show that in our main case scenario of 15 % LBET share, a minimum of 28,800 slow (≤ 

100 kW) and 9,800 fast (≥ 1 mW) charging points are required to meet the energy demand 

corresponding to the daily energy requirements of 112 GWh. On average, the ratio of slow to fast 

charging points is 3:1. The fast and slow charging points serve 12 and 2 LBETs daily, respectively.  
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2 Introduction  

To reduce the GHG emissions from long-haul trucks (LHT)s, long-haul battery-powered 

electric trucks (LBETs) could soon be deployed on a large scale (Hurtado-Beltran et al., 2021; 

Osieczko et al., 2021). The LBETs have numerous advantages, including zero tailpipe emissions, 

fuel cost savings, and lower maintenance costs. The deployment of LBETs to replace the current 

LHTs depends on the development of a convenient public network of charging stations that can 

provide sufficient coverage and fulfill the charging requirements of these vehicles along their travel 

routes (Al-Hanahi et al., 2021; Hurtado-Beltran et al., 2021; Osieczko et al., 2021; Speth et al., 

2022a). The existing fast-charging station network is inadequate for the  large scale deployment 

of LBETs (Hurtado-Beltran et al., 2021). The currently installed charging stations can supply LBET 

with frequent short travel that return to a base location (ICCT, 2019). The LHTs traveling routes 

well over 400 km may require multiple-day intercity travel. Thus, the electrification of LHTs 

presents distinct challenges from passenger vehicles due to high-power demand and longer travel 

distances (Danese et al., 2021). Both vehicle manufacturers and authorities are interested in 

better estimating these needs for planning charging infrastructure.  

Many recent papers discuss LBET charging needs but are mainly limited to a small geographical 

scale, e.g., nationally (Çabukoglu et al., 2018; Mareev et al., 2018; Mishra et al., 2022), or do not 

identify significant charging station requirements, i.e., locations of charging stations, their 

characteristics, the number of installed charging points, and the daily energy requirements due to 

the lack of details of LHT travel patterns, e.g., (Hurtado-Beltran et al., 2021; Jochem et al., 2019). 

The detailed charging station requirements also impact (or are constrained by) other significant 

systems connected to the charging stations, such as the power grid. Other studies, e.g. 

(Çabukoglu et al., 2018; Mishra et al., 2022), utilize detailed datasets from OEMs, which cannot 

represent the whole region and ignore the impact of passing trucks from other neighboring 

countries. Other methodologies utilize more representative data, e.g., traffic counts of all passing 

trucks, to identify charging needs. However, such methodologies cannot distinguish between the 

truck's travel pattern heterogeneity, e.g., (Speth et al., 2022a), which fail to capture the charging 

point differences, e.g., charging point's power rate. 

 In this report, we propose a geographic information system (GIS)-trip chain model that 

synthesizes LHT movements on traveled routes while moving goods between regions in the 

European continent to capture the charging station's characteristics according to LBET charging 

requirements. Trip chains provide new perspectives for analyzing freight systems (Duan et al., 

2020). An origin-destination (OD) matrix aggregates high-level information about the flows, 
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usually in tons, moving between zones or regions. On the other hand, a trip chain denotes a set 

of connected trips between 'significant' locations (e.g., depos and shops) before a vehicle ends 

its journey. We synthesize a trip chain model that meets the demand of the publicly available EU 

OD matrix for LHTs (Iww et al., 2012) while fulfilling EU truck driving regulations (Ahlström et al., 

2022). A complete trip chain determines the travel patterns of a higher spatial and temporal 

resolution table of the OD matrix. It captures the behavior of LHT, including the locations and the 

duration of vehicles' activities, the frequency of visiting these locations, and the sequence in which 

they are visited (Joubert and Meintjes, 2015; Peterson and Michalek, 2013). A model of a 

complete trip chain for all LHTs in Europe breaks the aggregated flows in the OD matrix into 

vehicle-based information, which is used to identify the location of the charging stations, the 

characteristics and number of these charging points, and the daily energy requirements. 

The following section, i.e., section 3, presents the methodology to synthesize the truck 

movements and allocate chargers. Later in section 4, we show some sample results of the 

methodology. Section 5 shows how the results could be used for emission analysis. Finally, we 

present the conclusion of this report.   
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3 The methodology  

We develop a method to synthesize LHT movements used to place charger locations in 

Europe that meet the demand of goods movements between regions while following EU driving 

regulations (Ahlström et al., 2022). The spatial resolution of regions is based on the Nomenclature 

of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS)-3 regions. The annual flow of goods transported by LHT 

is identified using the ETISplus dataset, see section 3.1. The LHT travel pattern assumptions and 

approach to converting flows into trip chains with the traversed LHT number are explained in 

section 3.2. The traveled routes between the regions are mapped. Locations of short period stops, 

i.e., breaks, and long period stops, i.e., rests, are allocated/assigned along traveled routes to 

construct a trip chain for each moving LHT. 

3.1 Goods movement data  

The ETISplus dataset contains an OD demand matrix for the EU member states plus 

Russia, Norway, Switzerland, Turkey, Morocco, and the UK at the level of the NUTS-3 region for 

the year 2010 (Iww et al., 2012). The OD matrix comprises about 1,630 regions and 2.5 million 

origin-destination (OD) pairs. Our study considers truck trips between all regions. The analysis 

does not include allocating charging stations in Russia, Turkey, and Morocco due to the countries' 

limited flow data and sparse locations.  

The methodology applied for the generation of the OD matrix largely follows the classical "four-

step" approach of transport demand modeling (Jochem et al., 2019). The ETISplus has a road 

network model for freight vehicles. Speth et al. (2022b) project the change in road freight flow in 

tons and the truck traffic flow in the number of vehicles for 2019 and 2030 using a country-specific 

export growth factor. We utilize Speth et al. (2022b)'s projection for the volume of goods 

transported between the regions in2030.  

3.2 Synthesizing battery electric truck movements 

We have developed a method to place the charging locations in Europe to meet the demand for 

goods movement transportation between the respective regions while following the EU driving 

regulations. The annual flow of goods transported by the LHTs is identified using the ETISplus 

dataset. The LHT travel pattern assumptions and approach to converting flows into trip chains 

with the traversed LHT number are further explained in section 3.2. The synthesized traveled 

routes between the regions are mapped. Locations of short period stops, i.e., breaks, and long 
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period stops, i.e., rests, are allocated/assigned along traveled routes to construct a trip chain for 

each moving LHT. 

3.2.1 Identifying long-haul truck trips  

We consider only LBETs that need to use public chargers to reach their destination, not 

including regional routes where charging will occur mainly at depos and on- and off-loading stops 

(Clausen et al. 2011). We consider ODs with travel times over 4.5 hours using the traversed 

routes motivated by travel patterns. The distance depends on the road link's speed limit between 

the OD regions. Similarly, Speth et al. (2022) consider LHT s according to their travel period (i.e., 

4.5 hours) corresponding to 333 km, considering their average travel speed on German roads 

and a buffer distance. These assumptions lead to 275,000 OD pairs, according to our calculations.  

3.2.2 Travel assumptions 

We assume that fleet operators charge their vehicles at locations where vehicles are parked 

during breaks between two shifts or during long rest periods to avoid disrupting their operational 

schedules. Thus, the deployment of public charging infrastructure is aligned with duties and routes 

required by transport missions of commercial vehicles and is located in areas around their 

destination and parking places during the day (Al-Hanahi et al., 2021). The European Union 

Regulation 561/2006 states that the daily driving period shall not exceed 9 hours, and breaks of 

at least 45 minutes must be taken after 4.5 h at the latest (Ahlström et al., 2022). Nine hours of 

driving must be followed by at least nine hours of rest. In the case of two drivers, two 4.5-hour 

additional breaks could be taken before the mandatory nine-hour rest period (Ahlström et al., 

2022).  

We utilize the EU travel regulations to assign LHTs travel patterns. The LHTs stops location 

and duration are identified according to the travel time on the road, and the number of drivers as 

further explained in the next subsection.  

3.2.3 Trip chains synthesis 

We assign trip chains (i.e., tours) for each LHT according to the fastest route between OD and 

the considered travel patterns. We use the Dijkstra algorithm to assign the fastest traveled route 

between each pair of OD. Then, we implement a developed GIS-based algorithm to identify 

stopping locations along the route described above, see Figure 1. Each trip is a connection 

between two consecutive stops. For simplicity, we assume a uniform share of LBET (𝐵𝐸𝑇𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒) 
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adoption across all regions. The total number of LBETs 𝑁𝐵𝐸𝑇𝑟
 on route 𝑟 is calculated by 

converting the annual transported flow of goods (𝐴𝐹𝑂𝐷) between ODs according to the considered 

share of the electrified trucks of all LHT in the studied year (𝐵𝐸𝑇𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒). We assume a truck 

operates 300 working days a year (𝑌𝑊𝐷) (Speth et al., 2022). The assumed utility for a truck is 

higher than in other studies, such as 250 working days in (Bischoff et al., 2019) for Swedish trucks, 

or 235 working days per year for American trucks (ICCT, 2019).  

On average, trucks loaded to or above er 90 % in volume only use about 70 % of their payload. 

In this case, we assume that the available space limits the load, so the payload is not completely 

utilized (Mareev et al., 2018). Based on calibration to national statistics, load factors convert 

projections of tkm to vkm, and are modeled according to national income (Mulholland et al., 2018). 

We use the average loading factor (𝛾) of 13.6 tons, as mentioned in Speth et al. (2022), to convert 

the freight's goods volume in 2030 into the number of electrified trucks moving on roads, 𝑁𝐵𝐸𝑇, as 

is illustrated in Equation 1. 

𝑁𝐵𝐸𝑇𝑟,𝑂𝐷
 =

𝐴𝐹𝑂𝐷 × 𝐵𝐸𝑇𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒

𝑌𝑊𝐷 ×  𝛾
 (1) 

According to the assumed travel pattern, this study distinguishes between charging events as 

breaks (𝐵), i.e., 45 minutes stop, and rests (𝑅), i.e. nine-hours stop, events along the traveled 

route to distinguish between the possible fast and slow charging events, respectively. A trip 

chain/tour contains more than one trip, identified as the distance between two consecutive stops, 

i.e., rests or breaks. Trip duration 𝑇𝐷𝑖 is the travel time between the stops for trip 𝑖. The total travel 

duration of the tour between pair of OD, 𝑇𝑇𝐷𝑜,𝑑 , is ∑ 𝑇𝐷𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=0  for n trips. This study assigns the 

number of drivers, stop locations, i.e., rests or breaks, as follows: If the total travel duration of the 

tour between pair of OD 𝑇𝐷𝑜,𝑑  is ≤ 15 hours in one direction, then one driver is assigned. 

Otherwise, two drivers are assigned. The locations of 𝐵 and 𝑅 are assigned according to the 

following algorithm (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Algorithm for assigning break and rest locations. 

The result is a collection of spatial locations on travel routes, annual transported goods in tons, 

and LBET numbers. The study simplifies the result by aggregating the rest and break locations 

within 25x25 km2 squares/polygons. Each square presents a possible charging station with a 

number of slow and fast charging points, as further explained in the next subsection. 

3.3 Charging infrastructure  

Two types of chargers are assumed according to the stop duration, fast chargers (45-minute 

break) and slow chargers (9 hour rest). The stop durations are the minimum allowed duration 

according to the EU regulations. We identify fast chargers that meet the peak traffic arriving at 

charging locations. The number of charging points per charging location is based on the queueing 

theory (Speth  Patrick and Funke, Simon and Vallarella, Emanuel, 2022). We followed the 

standard Kendall notation for queueing models. We assume Poisson-distributed arrivals for rapid 

charging of electric trucks, with the average arrival rate derived directly from the number of battery 

trucks. The Poisson distribution describes the number of events that occur at a constant rate in a 

fixed time interval. The average number of arrivals per period is denoted by λ. For example, an 

average arrival rate of λ = 4 trucks h-1 means that, on average, four trucks arrive per hour, but 

sometimes fewer and sometimes more. The waiting time between the arrivals of the vehicles then 

follows a Markovian distribution M. For more about this model, check (Speth,  Patrick and Funke, 

Simon and Vallarella, Emanuel, 2022). 

In our methodology, the slow charging points are assumed to serve a maximum of 2 LBETs 

per day. This assumption considers that LBET is connected to the charging point when parked, 

and that the longest stops (rests), that must last least 9 hours, occur at night. 
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3.4 LBET energy consumption 

We consider the LBET's average energy consumption based on travel road segments; 1.2 

kWh/km in urban areas and 1.8 kWh/km on highways. The average kWh/km for the fleet has been 

estimated based on the energy efficiency of new trucks expected in the coming years and 

considering the difference in travel patterns and conditions between urban and highway travels 

(Lin and Zhou, 2021). The average consumption rate varies significantly between studies. ICCT 

(2019) and Suzan & Lucien Mathieu (2021) consider that the energy efficiency of new trucks 

entering the fleet is expected to reach 1.2-1.23 kWh/km in 2030. Speth et al. (2022) also assume 

a favorable energy consumption of 1.23 kWh/km. 
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4 Results 

The section presents the fundamental results of our research following our methodology. The 

results show the truck numbers and origin regions, traveled distance, required charging energy, 

as well as the charging station locations. 

4.1 Long haul trucks originating from EU countries 

The number of LHTs (𝑁𝐵𝐸𝑇)  with their trip origin in respective countries in 2030 is shown in 

Figure 2 using Equation 1. We anticipate a total of 1,375,000 LHT on roads in 2030, which 

includes LBET and non-electrified LHT. Western Europe concentrates most of the originating 

trucks, see Figure 2. Germany and Poland, in particular, have the highest number of originating 

trucks, with 263,580 and 202,667, respectively; both constitute more than a third of the trucks in 

the region.  

 

 

Figure 2 The sum of long-haul trucks originating from each country in 2030. Note that the number 

includes both LBET and non-electrified LHT. 
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4.2 BET's required battery range 

The total travel time, including stops (short breaks and long rests), and the total distance for 

all LBET tours (i.e., trip chain) between the NTUS-3 OD pairs vary significantly. Each tour's 

average travel time and distance are 30 hours and 1,449 km. The medians are 27 hours and 

1,227 km as shown in Table 1. The travel times are underestimated, as we consider two drivers 

for all tours that exceed 15 hours of total driving. The share of two-driver tours is about 57 % of 

all tours.   

The distance between the stops (origin, rest, break, and destination) varies according to speed 

on the road and traversed segment type (e.g., tunnels and ferry lines). The average (99th 

percentile) travel distance between stops is about 350 (435) km, which corresponds to the 

average (99th percentile) battery capacity of 494 (573) kWh as shown in Table 1, according to 

our vehicle energy consumption rates. This means that the battery can be fully charged using the 

assumed charging power and stop durations.  

 

Table 1 Statistics summarizing the tours and trips between stops for all LBETs. 

Level Variables Mean Standard 

deviation 

25% 

percentile 

50% 

percentile 

(median) 

75% 

percentile 

99% 

percentile 

Tours 

 

Total travel time 

(hour) 

30 19 20 27 38 106 

Total travel 

distance (km) 

1,449 927 826 1,227 1,785 5,133 

Trip 

 

Distance 

between stops 

(km) 

350 98 326 343 370 435 

Required 

energy between 

stops (kWh) 

556 155 485 549 636 749 
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4.3 Charging station distribution  

The LBET's stops are identified along the route, according to the algorithm shown in Figure. 

A sample of a trip chain with two drivers starting from northern Sweden to Northern Spain is 

shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 A sample of one trip chain between two regions and its stop locations, i.e., rest and 

break locations.  

The truck stops are aggregated in 25x25 km2 polygons implicating that charging stations are 

present in this area. The number of daily LBETs stops at each station is shown in Figure 4. The 

analysis yields about 4,650 aggregated areas, referred to as suggested charging stations, not 

including those outside Europe, e.g., in Morocco. Around 45 % of all stations are located only in 

5 countries (i.e., France, Germany, Spain, Italy, and Sweden). On average, the charging station 

has a coverage area of about 1,300 km2 (35 km times 35 km area) and serves 48 parked LBETs 

daily.  
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Figure 4 Number of daily LBETs utilizing suggested charging stations in a 15 % LBET share 

scenario. Points are centered in the middle of 25x25 km2 polygons suggesting charging stations. 

4.4 Charging point type requirement 

Overall, the required number of slow chargers is higher than fast chargers. Meeting the 

charging demand of the parked LBETs requires 28,800 slow and 9,800 fast charging points in a 

15 % LBET penetration rate scenario. On average, 7 slow and 2.4 fast chargers are required per 

charging station. Electrifying 100 % of the LBET fleet requires 184,500 slow and 38,200 fast 

chargers. 

4.5 The energy requirements at charging stations 

The required energy to charge all trucks at all proposed stops could reach up to 112 GWh per 

day, which is about 1 MWh for each truck. Certain charging stations (such as charging stations in 

Ireland and the United Kingdom) would require up to 544 MWh for all LBET daily charging, see 

Figure 5. On average, a station requires 24 MWh daily. Around 65 % of the energy is required in 

only five countries, i.e., Germany, France, Poland, Spain, and Italy. Electrifying 100 % of the LBET 

fleet requires about 536 GWh per day. 
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.  

Figure 5 daily energy requirement for each charging station (MWh). 
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5 Emission analysis 

The model identifies an important metrics that could be used for emission analysis. The 

suggested methodology captures the behavior of LHT, including the locations and the duration of 

vehicles' activities, the frequency of visiting these locations, and the sequence in which they are 

visited. The model captures the energy consumed while driving between these locations. The 

model could integrate an emission calculator to quantify the emissions from each truck with the 

collected information about traveled distances, traveled routes, consumed energy, etc., along the 

traveled roads. However, we do not include such analysis as we focus our study case on charging 

station infrastructure allocation.  
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6 Conclusion  

We propose an innovative trip chaining approach with several advantages. The trip chain-

based methodology simulates truck-based travel distances, stop locations, stop durations and 

energy requirements using publicly available OD data representing the European freight transport 

demand. The methodology quantifies the number of daily LBET stops at each suggested charging 

station to identify the required charging facilities that meet its daily demand. The algorithm could 

be further expanded with hourly traffic details of the LHT fleet to detail further the charging 

station's hourly energy distribution and charging point's number and charging power. 
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